the

roller blind
collection

Fusion Curtains

designer
prints

liberty
azalea

furnishings

modern, clean lines and effective shading roller blinds
are always a stunning addition to the home
pom pom
spring

trendy textures
contemporary patterns
Roller blinds are simple in design, stylish and easy to
operate. The blind can be rolled up or down to
achieve the required level of shading for you.
Our roller blind collection is an exciting mix of
fabrics specially selected to compliment and
co-ordinate with any room in the home.
Whether it’s one of our modern designs for your
living room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom or a
water resistant print for the bathroom, all our blinds
are individually manufactured to your unique
specification.

chenille
olive

luxurious
living

botanica
forget-me-not

radiate glamour, elegance & sophistication
with subtle shimmers & moorish metallics

offering an impressive range of roller blind fabrics including stylish sheers,
stunning metallics & luxury laminates for you to choose from

Whether the look you want is simple yet
sophisticated or glamorous and elegant, our UK
manufactured roller blinds will look fantastic in any
room in your home.
Each made to measure window blind is tailored to
your individual requirements. Roller blinds can
create any type of mood or look that you desire and
will allow you to express your personal tastes in any
room.
We can even make your blind using energy saving
fabrics. Choosing fabrics with enhanced insulating
properties will reduce heat build up in summer and
heat loss in winter, reducing heating and cooling
costs in your home.

a perfect combination

quality & style

bright &

fresh

papillon

wild primrose

especially
for your

little ones
have fun with these cool, playful
prints & patterns
We have a new range of cool and colourful
children’s prints in our new collection, designed to
appeal to your little VIPs as well as grown ups.
Blackout finishes are perfect for a good night’s
sleep.

beep beep
charlie

safe & stylish

practical & durable

fairytale
daisy

We all know that as children grow their curiosity
does too, which is why here at Solent Blinds we
make child safety a real priority.
All blinds are designed to be inherently child safe
and we recommend easy-break chain connectors.

Fun prints inspired by popular and fashionable themes,
ideal for babies, children & play rooms
or even just for the child in you!

colour me

happy

g-raff

Jungle fever

premium styling
open & closed
cassettes
Open Cassette

Give your window blinds a stylish
enhancement with one of our
sleek cassettes which are fitted to
the top of your blinds, discreetly
housing the operating mechanism.

Closed Cassette

We offer high quality open and
closed cassettes in a variety of
colours, you can also choose to
add fabric inserts to the cassette to
co-ordinate or contrast with your
blind and room décor.

Open Cassette with fabric insert

Closed Cassette with fabric insert

finishing touches
add a little personality
Personalise your blind with our wide range of accessories to co-ordinate
or contrast with any of our fabric collections.
Add style with our contemporary braids, pulls and poles. Select from a
large range of acorns, cylinders, barrels and eyelets in a choice of
metallic, leather and natural finishes.

mineral
verdigris

conservatory
roller blinds

modern, stylish & practical
shading solutions for your
conservatory
Introducing window blinds in your conservatory
helps create living space that is only limited by your
imagination.
Custom made roller blinds are the ultimate fashion
statement that will provide pleasant shade to keep
you cool in the summer. They also filter light and
reduce glare to help protect furniture and plants all
year round.
Choose high performance SPC fabrics to further
reduce heat gain in summer and retain more warmth
in winter.

www.fusioncurtains.com

